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Jonathan Wong (BA, 2008, double major in dance and psychology) will be presented with the Cornell University Undergraduate Artist Award following his site-specific, interdisciplinary performance piece with dancers from the Cornell Dance Program and members of the a capella group "Last Call."

The performance will borrow from various popular and concert dance forms - drawing attention to the formal similarities and dissimilarities between them. Audience members will move throughout the atrium space at Weill Hall, creating an interactive experience.

By integrating vocabulary from social dance, street dance and concert dance with their various choreographic styles, the piece will blur the boundaries between high and low art in dance - as well as their political implications.

Free and open to the public

CORNELL UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATE ARTIST AWARD

The Cornell Council for the Arts awards an annual citation to an outstanding undergraduate student in the arts who has demonstrated talent, dedication, and who has realized notable achievements in one or more artistic disciplines while at Cornell.

Past recipients: fine arts major Jacqueline Situka ('07), film major Catharine Galasso ('06), music major Emily Goldman ('06), theatre arts major Benjamin Shifrin ('03), architecture major Scott Pitsak ('02) and creative writing major Albert Pulido ('02), textile and apparel major Lindsay Lyman-Clark ('01) and music major Emily Green ('01), fine arts and psychology major Alba Cabrero ('00), music and dance major Dennis Chang ('99), architecture and film major Pablo Garcia ('98), and theatre major Maria Dizzia ('97).